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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE, February 
Opera choice 
AP094 Lully Amadis /
Les Talents Lyriques, Christophe Rousset

SUNDAY TIMES, RECORDS OF THE WEEK, Jan 11
HMU907529/30 Mozart 
Complete Keyboard Music, Vols 5-6 
HMU907531 Mozart 
Complete Keyboard Music, Vol 7
Kristian Bezuidenhout (fortepiano)
“The South African player brings a new dimension to this music 
with his wonderful instrument...Ione of the most beautiful period 
piano sounds I have heard on disc. It is Bezuidenhout’s unfail-
ing artistry, however, that brings this outstanding music to life as 
rarely before”
Hugh Canning – The Sunday Times, 11th January 2015

BBC Radio 3, CD REVIEW, 10th January
HMC902211 Bach Kothener Trauermusik BVW244a
Pygmalion, Raphaël Pichon
“did you hear how he’s not afraid to bring a lightness, even a 
sense of dance to Bach’s funeral music?  
...that was the outstanding soloist from the performance for me, 
alto Damien Guillon: effortlessly airborne, almost matched by 
soprano Sabine Devielhe. They’ve incorporated the latest 
detective work on the sources for the missing music, and if it 
sounds like a team absolutely at ease with one another that’s 
because this recording came after some 15 public concerts, 
testing their conception of the work, and I have to say that I 
really enjoyed this, it’s never maudlin and a lovely recording in 
what seems suddenly to be the venue of choice for sacred 
Baroquery, the royal chapel at Versailles.” Andrew McGregor
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Catalogue No: HMC902200/01 
Barcode: 3149020220023 
2 FOR 1.5 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Marie-Claude Chappuis (Anima), 
Johannes Weisser (Corpo) 
Gyula Orendt (Tempo, Consiglio), 
Mark Milhofer (Inteletto, Piacere) 
Marcos Fink (Mondo, Secondo Compagno di 
Piacere, Anima dannata) 
Staatsopernchor, Concerto vocale, 
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin 
René Jacobs 

Emilio de CAVALIERI: Rappresentatione di anima et di corpo
(per recitar cantando), dramma in 1 prologo e 3 atti in collaborazione con Padre
Agostino Manni (Roma 1600)
Concerto vocale
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin
René Jacobs

Composed at a time when neither oratorio nor opera existed, this 'Rappresentatione' premiered in February 1600 is a
magisterial musical drama. In its dialogue between Soul and Body, an emblematic theme of the Counter-Reformation,
employing singers, chorus, and an extensive orchestra whose varied timbres both accompany and characterise the
soloists. At the dawn of the Baroque revolution, song, stage action, dance, and instrumental music combine in perfect
harmony. Since the 'Rappresentatione' is fully staged, in three acts with a spoken prologue, it can be considered to be
the first surviving opera as such.

Emilio de‘ Cavalieri already had an eventful artistic life behind him when he gave the 'Rappresentatione' in February
1600 at the Oratorio della Vallicella in Rome. He was born around 1550 into a wealthy aristocratic Roman family, the son
of Tommaso de‘ Cavalieri, Michelangelo’s closest friend and who had easy access to the Vatican as an adviser in artistic
matters. It is there that Emilio must have got to know Ferdinando de‘ Medici, the sixth son of the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
When Ferdinando, after the death of his older brothers, doffed the cardinal’s purple to become Grand Duke of Tuscany,
he took Cavalieri with him to Florence and appointed him intendant of court festivities. Cavalieri was responsible for the
famous musical intermedi to 'La Pellegrina' of 1589, staged for the Grand Duke’s marriage, regarded as the most
important forerunner of opera. 
In subsequent years he maintained close diplomatic relations with the papal court on behalf of the Grand Duke and
commuted regularly back and forth between Florence and Rome. Hence he came to assist Pope Clement VIII in the
artistic organisation of the Holy Year 1600. It was on this occasion that he presented a work for which he claimed to have
invented ‘recitar cantando’ – sung dramatic declamation – a few months before the first operas were produced in
Florence in October 1600, during celebrations accompanying the wedding of Maria de‘ Medici with the King of France. 
Cavalieri himself scarcely had an opportunity to contribute to the further development of musical drama. Almost exactly
two years after the performance of the Rappresentatione, he died in his native city. A memorial tablet in S. Maria in
Aracoeli still reminds visitors today that he lies buried in this church on the Capitol.

Booklet includes ‘Let every thing that hath breath . . .’ notes on the work and on performance practice by René Jacobs
and full libretto.
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Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: HMU907635 
Barcode: 093046763527 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Gloria Cheng [piano] 

Watch the fascinating album presentation for 
Gloria Cheng's upcoming release Montage: 
Great Film Composers and the Piano - 
http://ow.ly/GX8ck 

Montage: Great film composers & the piano 
Gloria Cheng 

Bruce BROUGHTON: Five Pieces for Piano (2010) 
Michael GIACCHINO: Composition 430 (2013) 
Don DAVIS: Surface Tension (2013) 
Alexandre DESPLAT: L’Étreinte (The Embrace), from Trois Études (2012) 
John WILLIAMS: Conversations (2012-13) 
Randy NEWMAN: Family Album: Homage to Alfred, Emil and Lionel Newman (2013) 

There is a misconception in the classical-music world that composers who spend most of their time writing film music 
long ago sacrificed whatever individual voices they may once have had. This album conveniently and unequivocally 
demonstrates otherwise. 
The six contemporary composers represented in 'Montage' are among today’s most sought-after creators of film music: 
collectively, they have amassed 72 Oscar® nominations and eight wins! They have repeatedly demonstrated their skill at 
creating mood and propelling action for a mass audience. But, pianist Gloria Cheng wondered, what do they think about 
when they go home at night? What melodies, what harmonies, what cadences haunt their private dreams? 'Montage' 
answers those questions. By turns thoughtful, moving, amusing and thrilling, these new works offer glimpses into the 
private worlds of six otherwise very public composers. They are especially revealing because the compositions are for 
solo piano, where communication to the listener is direct, the message unadorned. 
The project began three years ago when composer Bruce Broughton surprised Cheng with a completed, five-movement 
suite. Then John Williams (who had long promised to write something for her) presented a short piece that she 
performed as an encore to a Tanglewood program in 2012; over the next year he added a second, third, and fourth 
movement. She commissioned new pieces from Don Davis, Michael Giacchino and Randy Newman, and Alexandre 
Desplat offered one that he had recently written for Lang Lang. 
This immaculate presentation is topped with a note from each composer in the booklet and all tracks are premieres. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMU907578 Messiaen, Saariaho - The Edge of Light /Glora Cheng, Calder Qt 
“Exquisitely shaped playing and bold musicianship in a compelling, haunting disc.” The Independent, 24th February 2013 
***** 

“[Cheng's] long association with Messiaen's music bears fruit in a fluid approach to the early Preludes... With Cheng's 
fine touch paramount in first recordings of Saariaho's Prelude and Ballade, this disc is unlikely to gather dust.” BBC  Music 
Magazine, May 2013 ***** 
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Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: HMC902199 
Barcode: 3149020219928 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: slipcased 
Emmanuelle Bertrand [cello] 
Pascal Amoyel [piano] 

1846: Last year at Nohant 
Cello Sonata, Piano Works 
Emmanuelle Bertrand 
Pascal Amoyel 

Barcarolle Op.60 
Trois Mazurkas Op.63 
Cello Sonata Op.65 
Valses Op.64, 1-3 
Mazurka Op.67 no 4 
Deux Nocturnes Op.62 

After a relationship lasting some ten years, the last few of which were stormy, Frédéric Chopin finally separated from 
George Sand in July 1847. It was on her estate at Nohant that, over seven summers, he had composed or completed the 
core of his oeuvre: the Fantaisie Op.49, a dozen mazurkas, the Berceuse, several nocturnes, two of the ballades, two of 
the scherzos, his last two sonatas, the Trois Nouvelles Études, three impromptus, three waltzes, two polonaises, among 
others. The summer of 1846, the last he spent in the Berry region, saw the birth of his final masterpieces for it was at 
Nohant that he composed, started, or finished the last pieces to be printed in his lifetime: ‘miniatures’ like the Mazurkas 
Op.63 and the Waltzes Op.64, or pieces with a more elaborate structure such as the Barcarolle Op.60, the Nocturnes 
Op.62a and the Sonata for piano and cello Op.65, the final published opuses that are brought together in this 
programme. 
Pascal Amoyel and Emmanuelle Bertrand plunge us into the heart of those few months before the couple’s separation, 
when the ailing Chopin did not yet know that he was leaving his musical testament. 
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Label: RCO Live 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: RCO14005 
Barcode: 814337019075 
2 FOR 1 
Format: 2 SACD 
Packaging: cristal 
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra 
Mariss Jansons [chief conductor] 

BRUCKNER: Symphonies 6 & 7 
Symphony No. 6 in A major (1879-81) (Nowak 1952) 
Symphony no. 7 in E major (1881-83, 1885) (Nowak 1954)  
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra 
Mariss Jansons 

Ever since the tenure of its chief conductor Eduard van Beinum (1945–59), the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra has 
cherished one of the greatest Bruckner symphonic traditions in the world. With this release of Bruckner’s Sixth and 
Seventh Symphonies, Mariss Jansons and his Amsterdam-based orchestra add a new chapter to the RCO’s impressive 
performance and recording history of Bruckner’s works. 

Press quotes: 
"an exhilarating, potent and energetic performance of Bruckner's Sixth Symphony" 
Mischa Spel, NRC 

"a muscular Sixth Symphony" 
Erik Voermans, Het Parool 

"an exceptionally convincing rendering of Bruckner's Sixth Symphony" 
Frits van de Waa, Volkskrant 

"an impressive performance of Bruckner's Sixth Symphony" 
Eddie Vetter, De Telegraaf 

Hybrid Multichannel SACD, 5.0, 2.0,  

Includes RCO Live catalogue 2015 
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Label: Wigmore Hall Live 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0074 
Barcode: 5065000924768 
MID Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Iestyn Davies (countertenor) 
Thomas Dunford (lute) 
Jonathan Manson (viol)  
  
  
CONCERTS: throughout February, 
Sam Wanamaker Theatre, The Globe: 
Farinelli programme 
  
14/2 Flow my Tears, Saffron Walden  12/3 
Flow my Tears, Cardiff 
13/3 Flow my Tears, Menuhin Hall 

Flow my tears  
Iestyn Davies 
Thomas Dunford 

Robert JOHNSON: Have you seen the bright lily grow? Care-charming sleep, From the famous peak of Derby 
John DOWLAND: Preludium, A Fancy (lute solo) 
John DANYEL: Mrs M. E. her funeral tears for the death of her husband, Grief, keep within, 
Drop not, mine eyes, Have all our passions? Why canst thou not? Can doleful notes? 
No, let Chromatic tunes, Uncertain certain turns of thoughts 
Thomas CAMPION: Never weather-beaten sail, Nico MUHLY: Old Bones (world première performance) 
Tobias HUME: from The First Part of Ayres A Souldiers Galliard, Loves Farewell, A Souldiers Resolution (solo viol) 
DOWLAND: Come again, sweet love doth now invite, In darkness let me dwell, Can she excuse my wrongs, 
Flow my tears, Now, O now I needs must part with The Frog Galliard 
Spoken introduction to the encore - CAMPION: I care not for these ladies 

Celebrated as the foremost British countertenor of his generation and for the crystalline beauty of his voice, 
Gramophone Award Winner 2014, Iestyn Davies, voyages through the thrilling world of late Tudor and Stuart lute 
songs and a new work by Nico Muhly. Recorded live at Wigmore Hall, this programme exhibits the poetic eloquence 
which runs through the work of John Danyel, Thomas Campion and, above all, John Dowland, whose feeling for 
emotional extremes surges through songs such as ‘Can she excuse my wrongs’ and ‘Flow my tears’. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WHLIVE0038 Handel - 9 German Arias: Iestyn Davies 
 “Iestyn Davies has established himself as the countertenor of the moment with a translucent voice that has no trace 
of the wobbly feminine bloom or hootiness that can haunt lesser singers...my favourite is his simply wondrous 
interpretation of Purcell's sublime Evening Hymn.” The Observer, 8th August 2010 
  
“it is a pure delight...Davies reveals each aria’s individuality with a seemingly effortless but telling sense of 
style...Elsewhere, Davies traces an affecting range of melancholy, reflection and quiet bliss through pieces by Blow, 
Purcell and Buxtehude. He is a major vocal talent that is blossoming gloriously.” The Telegraph, 4th August 2010    
  
WHLIVE0065 Arise, my muse: Iestyn Davies  
"Whilst Davies offers appealing performances of classic works...some of the best things here are the least 
familiar...A particular highlight is the Suite from Blow's Venus and Adonis...This is a disc that reminds us why live 
recital programmes are such a valuable part of recorded repertoire.” Editor's Choice, Gramophone, May 2014 
Gramophone Award Winner, Recital, 2014 
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Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: GCD922804 
Barcode: 8424562228047 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
La Compagnia del Madrigale: 
Rossana Bertini, 
Francesca Cassinari [sopranos] 
Elena Carzaniga [alto] 
Giuseppe Maletto, 
Raffaele Giordani [tenors] 
Daniele Carnovich [bass] 
with: 
Elena Biscuola [mezzo-soprano]  
  
  
CONCERT: 27th June, Stour Music, 
Orlando Furioso & Gesualdo 

MARENZIO: Quinto Libro di Madrigali a sei voci (1591) 
La Compagnia del Madrigale 

Leggiadrissima eterna Primavera, Amatemi ben mio, 03 Ecco che ’l ciel a noi chiaro e sereno, 
Nel dolce seno della bella Clori, Rivi, fontane e fiumi all’aur’al cielo, 
Come fuggir per selva ombrosa e folta, Canzone: Baci soavi e cari, Uscite, uscite ninfe, 
S’a veder voi non vengo, alma mia luce, Coppia di donne altera, Con la sua man la mia, 
Giunto a un bel fonte il trasmutato in fiore, Leggiadre ninfe e pastorelli amanti, 
Candide perle [music by Antoni Bicci], Vivrò dunque lontano, Spiri dolce Favonio Arabi odori 

La Compagnia del Madrigale’s subtle, yet powerful advocacy of great Italian madrigals continues with Marenzio's 'Quinto 
Libro di Madrigali a sei voci' from 1591. Their previous recordings including the recent award-winning 'Primo Libro', have 
demonstrated their fresh approach, imbued with invaluable years of experience in other groups such as La Venexiana 
and Concerto Italiano. From 2016 La Compagnia have been invited to join the concert season at Wigmore Hall. 
Marenzio’s 'Quinto Libro' was dedicated to Virginio Orsini, Duke of Bracciano, on the occasion of his marriage to Flavia 
Peretti: a wedding album full of the latest musical and poetical techniques. The "Canzon de’ baci", with words by Guarini, 
for example, is a marvel of its kind. However, below the surface polish of elegant and stylised Late Renaissance vocal 
music lurks a dramatic tale, conjured up by Marco Bizzarini in his booklet essay; of crimes of honour and passion, hired 
assassins and feuds between powerful aristocratic families...  
La Compagnia del Madrigal’s rendition of Marenzio’s madrigals is captured by, and presented with, the Glossa production 
hallmarks you would expect. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
  

GCD922802 Marenzio Primo Libro 1580 
Gramophone Award Winner 2014 
“Sometimes a jaded critic feels privileged to review something with the most unabashedly subjective enthusiasm, and 
thereby find musical catharsis for the weary soul … La Compagnia del Madrigale’s enthralling performances compelled 
my jaw actually to drop on numerous occasions in response to hearing astonishing chiaroscuro details and expressive 
sonorities … I am bewitched by Marenzio’s incantations…” 
David Vickers, Gramophone Awards Issue, September 2014 
  

“With Carzaniga’s warm clear alto as linchpin, the blend is simply sublime… The texts are crisp. The phrasing 
  

expressive, the dynamic range (usually the first-casualty of a conductor less performance) wide, each miniature narrative 
expertly crafted… This is a handsome tribute to Marenzio’s emerging talent and one in which the stock entreaties of love- 
sick nymphs are shepherds sound acutely sincere.” Anna Picard, BBC Music Magazine – January 2014 



RELEASE DATE
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Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: GCD923402 
Barcode: 8424562234024 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Fabio Biondi 
Europa Galante  
  
  
CONCERT: 13th February,  
Birmingham Town Hall, Vivaldi 

Antonio VIVALDI: I concerti dell’addio 
The farewell concertos 
Fabio Biondi 
Europa Galante 

Concertos from the Conte Collalto catalogue in Brno 
Violin concerto in B minor, RV 390 
Violin concerto in E minor, RV 273 
Violin concerto in B flat major, RV 371 
Violin concerto in C major, RV 189 
Violin concerto in B flat major, RV 367 
Violin concerto in F major, RV 286 

Since the early 1990s, Antonio Vivaldi and Fabio Biondi have become inseparable. In his latest recording for Glossa, the 
latter offers further proof of the astonishing imaginative powers of Vivaldi as a composer of violin concertos, which are 
matched by Biondi’s own dynamic and cultured virtuosity as violinist (and director). With these 'Farewell' Concertos 
Biondi turns to works written by a Vivaldi very near the end of his life as he travelled to Vienna in a desperate search for 
creative opportunities. 
Where Biondi’s recent 'Il Diario di Chiara' release saw a late Vivaldi surrounded by colleagues and successors at the 
Pietà in Venice, 'I concerti dell’addio' sees him in a Vienna in mourning for its recently-deceased emperor and more 
attuned to the now-fashionable galante style than to that of the Red Priest, however brilliant and ebullient Vivaldi’s 
compositional spirit continued to be. 
The six concertos on this disc are all drawn from a collection sold in 1741 – very cheaply it seems to the count 
Vinciguerra Collalto - today kept in Brno, and bear witness to Vivaldi’s late style as it headed in the direction of Tartini 
and Locatelli. 
Biondi’s selection of concertos provides him full scope to portray the vivid and masterfully-conceived imagery, a 
compendium of violin techniques and the opportunities for improvisation implicit in Vivaldi’s maturity. 
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Label: Alia Vox 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: AVSA9908 
Barcode: 8435408099080 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 2 SACD 
Packaging: cd book 
La Capella Reial de Catalunya 
Le Concert des Nations 
Jordi Savall 

War & Peace 1614-1714 
La Capella Reial de Catalunya 
Le Concert des Nations 
Jordi Savall 

Lully, Handel, Charpentier, Scheidt, Biber, Schein, Cabanilles, Dumanoir, Rosenmüller, Jenkins, Cererols, Blow : this 
double SACD-book gathers the who’s-who of European music, to mention but a few.,of the 17th and the beginning of the 
18th centuries, deeply affected by the Thirty Year’s War as well as the War of Spanish Succession, 
The finest music inspired by this turmoil is vividly performed by Jordi Savall and his ensembles. The set ends with a 
fantastic and complete performance of Handel’s 'Jubilate Deo'. And, as you have come to expect from Alia Vox, the 
booklet is lavishly documented... 

CD-Book 2 hybrid multichannel SACD 
Booklet : English, French, German, Italian, Castilian, Catalan  
  
  
  
CONCERT:  
13th December, Wigmore Hall; wt Hesperion XXI 
The Musical Europe 



CD 1
INTRODUCTION
1. Pavane pour la petite « guaire » (guerre), fait pour les 
Cornetz en 1601 2’17 ecueil de Philidor l’Aisné
1613 - L’Empire ottoman attaque la Hongrie
Makam « Muhayyer pesrev » - Marche Guerrière Ottomane. 
Anonyme (instrumental)
2. Taksim 1’13
3. Marche Turque 3’31
Du début de la Guerre de Trente Ans au Traité de 
Nimègue 1614 - 1689
1614 Massacre des juifs à Francfort
4. Ha lahma ‘anya – Plainte en Araméen 2’27
1618 - Prague, début de la Guerre de Trente Ans
5. SCHEIDT: Galliard Battaglia à 5 Voci. Cantus XXI 3’08
1624/25 - Breda est assiégée par les troupes espagnoles
6. Lope de VEGA: Romance : Ya es tiempo de recoger 3’20
1635 - La Paix de Prague
7. SCHEIN: Zion spricht : Der Herr hat mich verlassen 5’57
1636 Richelieu déclare la guerre à l’Espagne
8. Charivaris pour les hautbois 0’51
9. Gavotte en suitte 0’41 Anonyme (Mss. Philidor)
1640 - Guerra dels Segadors « El Corpus de Sang »
Janvier 1641. Pau Claris exprime sa volonté de con-
stituer une République Catalane
10. Catalunya comptat gran (Traditionnel / Jordi Savall) 1’49
11. Hymne de la Catalogne (Traditionnel / Jordi Savall) 2’21
La Catalogne accepte la souveraineté de Louis XIII
12. DUMANOIR: Intrada-Geschwindt-Langsamer-Sarabande 
3’24
1645 - Guerre de l’Empire Ottoman contre Venise
13. Taksim & Makam « Uzzäl uşūleş Darb-I feth » 2’17
Dervis Mehmed (Mss. Dimitrie Cantemir N.209)
1648 - Paix de Westphalie. Fin de la Guerre de 30 ans
14. ROSENMULLER: Siehe an die Werke Gottes 4’28
1649 - Guerre civil en Angleterre
15. JENKINS: The Newark Siege 6’47
1652 - Les Institutions catalanes reconnaissent Philippe 
IV d’Espagne comme souverain de Catalogne
16. Philippus Rex Hispaniæ (Fanfare instrumental et vocal) 
1’20

1659 - Traité des Pyrénées. La Paix des Pyrénées
17. LULLY: Jubilate Deo (Motet for the Peace, LWV 77/16, 
1660) 15’45
1669 - Les Vénitiens sont expulsés de Crête par les Ot-
tomans
18. Der makām-ı Räst « Murass’a » uşūleş Düyek 4’03
1678 - Traité de Nimègue
LULLY: Alceste 
19. Marche des Combattants 2’32
20. Menuet (LWV 50) 1’47
21. 1689 - Guillaume III est couronné Roi d’Angleterre
BLOW: Praise the Lord, O my soul 5’48

CD 2
Du Traité de Turin à la fin de la Guerre de succession 
d’Espagne 1696 - 1714
1696 - Traité de Turin
CHARPENTIER: Te Deum 
1. Prélude 1’40
2. Te Deum Laudamus 1’18
3. Te aeternum patrem 1’55
4. Pleni sunt caeli 2’07
1701/1702 - Commencement de la Guerre de Succession 
d’Espagne
BIBER: Battalia a 10
5. Sonata 1’39
6. Die Schlacht 0’44
1705 - Pacte de Gênes. L’archiduc Charles arrive à 
Barcelone
7. Cant dels Aucells quant arribaren los Vaixells
Anonyme traditionnel / J. Savall 5’30
1708 - Mariage à Barcelone de l’archiduc Charles
CALDARA: Il più bel nome 
8. Sinfonia 3’39
9. Coro di Seguaci della virtù 0’45
10. Aria : Cari Elisi (M. B. Kielland) 3’09
1710 - Mort de l’Empereur Joseph I
11. Marcia Funebre 1’43
Jordi Savall d’après le Requiem de Heinrich Ignaz Franz von 
Biber

L’archiduc Charles est couronné Empereur
BIBER: Missa Bruxellensis 
12. I. Kyrie 4’54
Célébration du Couronnement
13. MUFFAT: Florilegium II, Chaconne de la Suite IV 
« Impatientia » 3’18
1711- L’Empire Ottoman attaque la Russie
14. Der makām-ı Uzzäl Sakîl « Tuna » Semâ’î – 
Mss. D. Cantemir (324) 4’0
15. Vasily TOTOV: Beznevéstnaya Dévo (O Virgo) 3’25
1714 - Siège de Barcelone 
16. KERLL: Batalla Imperial 5’18
11 septembre 1714 - La capitulation de Barcelone
17. Lamento der Verwundten Musquetirer 2’17
BIBER: Battalia a 10 
Prière pour les victimes du Siège de Barcelone
18. CEREROLS: Missa Pro Defunctis - VII. Hei mihi 6’00
Plainte populaire catalane
19. Catalunya en altre temps 4’23
 J. Savall sur une mélodie traditionnelle

CONCLUSION
Célébration de la fin de la Guerre de succession 
d’Espagne
HANDEL: Jubilate Deo / O be joyful (HWV 279)
Composé pour la célébration du Traité de Utrecht 
(11 d’avril 1713),
20. O be joyful in the Lord - Solo & Chorus 2’08
21. Serve the Lord with gladness - Chorus 2’19
22. Be ye sure that the Lord he is God - Duo 2’32
23. O go your way into his gates - Chorus 3’29
24. For the Lord is gracious - Terzetto 3’29
25. Glory be to the Father - Chorus 1’29
26. As it was in the beginning - Chorus 4’03

RELEASE DATE
9TH FEB 2015
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Label: Pan Classics 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: PC10324 
Barcode: 7619990103245 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Raffaella Milanesi [soprano] 
G.A.P. Ensemble: 
Emilio Percan (violin) 
Oriol Aymat Fusté (cello) 
Luca Quintavalle (harpsichord) 

I musicisti dell'imperatore 
Music from the reign of Charles VI of Austria 
Raffaella Milanesi 
G.A.P. Ensemble 

PIANI: Sonatas for violin Op. 1/1, 3, 9 
CALDARA: Cantata Risoluto son già tiranno amore* 
SCARLATTI: Cantata Appena chiudo gli occhi* 
VIVALDI: Cantata Lungi dal vago volto RV680 
*WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS 

An Italian violin virtuoso of the 18th century, Giovanni Antonio Piani, is the inspiration behind the group bearing his 
initials, the G.A.P. Ensemble founded in 2012. Its three members - Emilio Percan (violin), Oriol Aymat Fusté (violoncello) 
und Luca Quintavalle (harpsichord) – are united in their shared interest in the works of this composer who is almost 
unknown today. 
The Habsburgs were amongst the most important music patrons from the 15th century onwards, engaging the best 
musicians of the period at their courts. The programme of this recording presents composers who were connected to the 
Habsburgs and Emperor Charles VI in the most varied ways. For example, there are Giovanni Antonio Piani, the 
best-paid musician of the Imperial Court Orchestra, and Antonio Caldara, Charles VI’s favourite composer – both of 
whom lived and worked in Vienna. Music directors in the service of the Habsburgs in other locations were Alessandro 
Scarlatti and Antonio Vivaldi, in Naples and Mantua respectively.  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE BY RAFFAELLA MILANESI: 
GCD921523 Handel - Cantatas for Cardinal Ottoboni 
PC10273 Handel - Alessandro: Michael Form 
OP30537 Bononcini - Stabat Mater, Mass  
OP30513 Vivaldi - Teuzzone: Jordi Savall  
STR33856 Vivaldi - Cupido tu vedi: Accademia Ottoboni 
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Label: Onyx Classics 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: ONYX4145 
Barcode: 880040414520 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra 
Vasily Petrenko  

 CONCERTS: see RLPO website for details 

but including 

29th May: Elgar Symphony 1 

18-19/2 wt Simon Trpceski 

 4/3 wt Nicolai Lugansky 

13-14/5 wt Paul Lewis 

ELGAR: Symphony No. 1, Cockaigne Overture Op. 40 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra 
Vasily Petrenko 

Vasily Petrenko is recognised as one the leading Elgarians of our time and his interpretations of the two completed 
symphonies with the RLPO have earned praise worldwide from public and critics alike. This CD is the first in a series for 
ONYX that will contain both symphonies and the other major orchestral works, plus some of the delightful miniatures. 
Here, the First Symphony is preceded by the sparkling concert overture ‘Cockaigne’ from 1901, composed at a time 
when the symphony was preoccupying the composer and he was toying with the idea of a work based on the life of 
General Gordon of Khartoum. This project was abandoned, and the First Symphony was composed in 1907-8 and 
premiered to great acclaim with over 100 performances in its first year. 

Advertised in Gramophone & BBC Music Magazines 

  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

  

ONYX4135 TCHAIKOVSKY PIANO CONCERTOS Nos.1&2 Simon Trpceski / Vasily Petrenko  
  
"Tchaikovsky's much maligned Second Concerto is still a relative rarity to any new recording is always an event, 
especially with a line-up as classy as this one ... The finale sparkles in Petrenko's hands ..." 
Harriet Smith - Gramophone Awards Issue, September 2014 
  
“Trpceski’s take on the B flat minor dazzles” Hugh Canning – The Sunday Times, 5th October 2014 
  
Classic FM’s Albums of the Year 2014 – #10   
 “Kicking off the top 10 is a dream combo - Vasily Petrenko waving the stick, Simon Trpceski whacking the keys. And 
what a sound it is, too - Trpceski is able to put something of Tchaikovsky's blighted melancholy back into these 
concertos, showing them and the composer for what they really are.” 
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Label: LSO Live 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: LSO0760 
Barcode: 822231176022 
MID Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: cristal 
Antoine Tamestit (viola) 
Karen Cargill (mezzo-soprano) 
London Symphony Orchestra 
Valery Gergiev  
  
  
Film of Antoine Tamestit playing an excerpt 
on www.intermusica.co.uk/tamestit 

BERLIOZ Harold en Italie, La mort de Cléopâtre 
Antoine Tamestit, Karen Cargill 
London Symphony Orchestra 
Valery Gergiev 

Violist Antoine Tamestit and mezzo-soprano, Karen Cargill, join forces with the London Symphony Orchestra and Valery 
Gergiev, in the latest instalment of their Berlioz exploration. 
Composed in 1834 at the suggestion of Paganini and completed in Montmartre, 'Harold en Italie' received its first 
performance at the Conservatoire de Paris later that year. Taking inspiration from Lord Byron’s 'Childe Harold’s 
Pilgrimage', 'Harold en Italie' is among the most poetic of Berlioz’s oeuvre, its ingenious use of solo viola charting the 
dreamy Harold’s wanderings throughout the Italian countryside and the characters encountered along the way. In this 
new recording Antoine Tamestit brings a forthright personality to the hero. 
“Maestro Gergiev’s deep musicianship added the sort of instinctive passion one needs with Berlioz and especially with 
'Harold en Italie'. All of this was overwhelmingly inspiring for me and made these concerts and recordings a truly unique 
and unforgettable experience,” says Tamestit. 
Karen Cargill gives an emotionally intense performance of the dramatic cantata for 'La mort de Cléopâtre' adding to her 
already formidable reputation in the Berlioz canon. She says, “La mort de Cléopâtre is a monumental work, grand in 
drama, orchestration and vocally challenging. The scope of the piece is huge, not only emotionally – it has a vocal range 
of over two octaves within only a few pages, ultimately quite operatic in delivery. Pacing the work is a huge part of 
performing it, allowing the character to recollect, reflect and ultimately act. The death scene is so wonderfully written, so 
simple and real.” 

Concert Reviews: 
"Star of the show was viola player Antoine Tamestit. An impeccable soloist in Harold in Italy by Berlioz, he projected its 
lyricism injecting just the right sort of colour to tell a highly effective story of Berlioz’s Italian journey." The Scotsman 

"Cargill sang with superb diction and a marvellously rich upper register. Cargill’s powerful portrayal of Cleopatra’s final 
moments was well served here by some captivating orchestral playing." Bachtrack.com 

"Karen Cargill gave it (Cleopatra cantata) with operatic declamation and high-octane, free-flowing emotionalism, intense 
drama to the fore and, when required, lyrical contemplation." Classicalsource.com 

"There is no sacrificing of the music’s Byronic aura, which is strengthened by the rich, burgundy timbre of Antoine 
Tamestit’s solo viola and the mellifluous lyricism and vitality of his playing." Daily Telegraph 
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Label: Mariinsky 
File Under: Classical/Opera & 
Vocal 
Catalogue No: MAR0553 
Barcode: 822231855323 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: cristal 
Ferruccio Furlanetto (bass) 
Mariinsky Orchestra 
Valery Gergiev  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH FURLANETTO: 
MAR0523 Don Quichote 
BBC Music, Opera Choice 
Radio 3 CD OF THE WEEK 

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition, Night on Bare 
Mountain, Songs and Dances of Death 
Ferruccio Furlanetto 
Mariinsky Orchestra 
Valery Gergiev 

Valery Gergiev and the Mariinsky Orchestra celebrate Mussorgsky with the release of two of his most cherished works, 
'Pictures at an Exhibition' and 'Night on a Bare Mountain' (performed here in Mussorgsky’s original version). 
Gergiev is at his finest conducting these paragons of Mussorgsky’s work, featured alongside which are the seldom heard 
'Songs and Dances of Death', composed during the years 1875 to 1877 and left languishing unpublished during the 
composer’s lifetime. One of Mussorgsky’s most powerful compositions, each song deals with death in a poetic manner 
reflecting experiences not uncommon in 19th century Russia: child death, death in youth, drunken misadventure and war. 

CONCERT REVIEWS: 
"conducting scoreless, he (Gergiev) brought out every detail of Mussorgsky’s music... And the orchestra obliged, filling 
their playing with light and darkness, humour and gravity, exultation and pathos, youth and age." 
Bachtrack.com ***** 

"the account of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition was Gergiev at his best. With Gergiev living every episode and 
audibly urging his players forward throughout, this was a memorable performance of huge theatricality and vividness." 
The Guardian 

"A performance like this makes a good case for hearing this evocative parade live at least once a year…And I challenge 
anyone to top the swagger and sheer volume level produced for the finale, when Gergiev and the ensemble pulled out all 
the stops as if the Kiev gate had burst open, unable to remain closed with the onslaught of sound." 
Music Web International 
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Label: NAÏVE 
File Under: Classical 
Catalogue No: V5405 
Barcode: 822186054055 
2 FOR 1 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Cyrille Dubois [tenor] 
Zachary Wilder [tenor] 
Jean-Marie Winling [speaker] 
accentus 
Orchestre de Chambre de Paris 
Laurence Equilbey [conductor] 

Félicien DAVID: Le Désert 
accentus 
Orchestre de Chambre de Paris 
Laurence Equilbey 

CD1: version without voice 
CD2: complete version, with voice 

Conducted by Laurence Equilbey and featuring the renowned Accentus choir and Orchestre de Chambre de Paris, this 
new recording of one of the French masterpieces of the mid-19th century is a real discovery. 
French composer Félicien David spent 4 years in Egypt and Algeria before returning to Paris, where he composed this 
romantic 'ode symphonie' which pandered to the popular orientalist trend and was a huge success throughout Europe. 
Born in 1810, Félicien David's voyage took him to Egypt and Algeria between 1831 and 1835. He returned to his 
homeland with the intention of ‘singing of the East’ to French ears and making a name for himself as a composer in Paris 
- at that time, the musical crossroads of Europe. In December 1844, David reached the heights of fame when his 
ode-symphonie 'Le Désert' was given at the Théâtre-Italien. Berlioz extended an enthusiastic welcome to the work, in 
which he saw the reflection of his own aesthetic experiments and in February 1845 he conducted 'Le Désert' himself in a 
concert at the Cirque des Champs-Élysees. 
Berlioz had tried his hand at a mixed genre with 'Roméo et Juliette' in 1839, namely the ‘symphonie dramatique’, midway 
between the oratorio and the symphony, but in 1844 David ushered in a new manner of conceiving the narrative: he does 
not project his listeners into the heart of a frenetic action, but rather asks them to observe a landscape, as if they were 
standing in front of three successive tableaux: a caravan advancing; a nocturnal halt; a sunrise. This phenomenal 
success, however, such as Berlioz was never to enjoy in his lifetime, had a detrimental effect on David’s future career. 
The reception of the oratorio 'Moïse au Sinai' (March 1846) already suffered from this factor, and the composer of 'Le 
Saphir' (premiered at the Opéra Comique in 1865) was even reproached for having ‘got off his camel’. In Le Monde, July 
1868, a caricature by the cartoonist Achille Lemont depicted an ageing Félicien David holding a lyre with broken strings, 
seated on the skeleton of a camel and chained to a post bearing the inscription ‘Désert a perpétuité’ . . .  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
AP086 Felicien David - Melodies Tassis Christoyannis [baritone]; Thanassis Apostolopoulos [piano]  
AM206 Felicien David - String Quartets 1, 2, 4 Quatuor Cambini-Paris 
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Label: Aparté 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: AP092 
Barcode: 3149028050523 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Chiaroscuro Quartet: 
Alina Ibragimova, Pablo Hernan Benedi [violins] 
Emilie Hörnlund [viola] 
Claire Thirion [cello]  
  
CONCERTS-Alina Ibragimova and Cédric 
Tiberghien, Mozart Sonatas:  
19/1 Norwich  
24/1 Tonbridge  
27/1 Wigmore Hall 
Mozart Birthday Concert  
7+10 May Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto wt 
Petrenko/RLPO Liverpool 

MOZART: String Quartet No 15 K421 
MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet No 2 Op. 13 
Chiaroscuro Quartet 
Alina Ibragimova 

Formed in 2005 by students from the Royal College of Music in London, the Chiaroscuro Quartet performs music of the 
Classical period with a historical approach, on gut-stringed instruments. 
After its highly acclaimed recording for Aparté of pieces by Mozart and Beethoven (2013), the quartet, led by violinist 
Alina Ibragimova, now turns to masterpieces by Mozart and Mendelssohn. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
AP022 Mozart Quartet No 19 K465, Schubert Quartet No 13 D804  
BBC Music Magazine Chamber Choice 
theStrad Recommends 

“there’s no doubting that it’s the excitement of [Alina Ibragimova’s] music-making that stamps its personality on these 
performances…this is an impressive debut recording, and the light and shade of the playing fully justifies the name the 
group has chosen for itself.” 
Misha Donat, Chamber Choice, BBC Music Magazine, Christmas 2011 

“One of the most impressive chamber recording debuts of recent years.” 
Julian Haylock, theStrad Recommends, The Strad, January 2012 

AP051 Beethoven / Mozart String Quartets 
"Vibrant, searching performances from this exciting young period-instrument quartet … the ensemble playing is little short 
of remarkable: the Beethoven second movement has rarely sounded so haunting, the Mozart finale so exuberant." 
Classical Music Magazine – June 2013 *****  
  
  
CONCERT, Chiaroscuro Quartet: 22nd May Naunton Music Society, Gloucestershire 
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Label: La Dolce Volta 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: LDV18 
Barcode: 3770001901374 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Talich Quartet: 
Jan Talich & Roman Patocka [violins] 
Vladimír Bukac [viola] 
Petr Prause [cello] 

DVORAK: String Quartets 10 Op. 51 & 11 Op. 61 
Talich Quartet 

In 1975 Paris discovered the four Czech musicians of the Talich Quartet and was dumbfounded by the depth of their 
harmony and the reach of their melody. The first recording followed a year later. The subject was Antonín Dvorák, the 
object the ‘American’ Quartet. An interpretation that has become legendary ... 
Since then, the Talich Quartet has been characterised, both in record and in concert and through all its changes in 
personnel, by a specific tone, a particular sonority that has always riveted the attention. Now, with its poetic playing, its 
subtle, tender lyricism, the group returns at last to Dvorák with the Quartets nos.10 and 11. 
In their time, these two works enjoyed genuine popular success. They were played all over Europe, and gained 
Dvorák a reputation as one of the most important chamber music composers of his day. The Talich Quartet offers us 
here a chance to discover and appreciate these two masterpieces that have been unfairly overshadowed by the fame of 
the ‘American’ Quartet.  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE:  
LDV256 Dvorak Quartet No. 12 'American' Op. 96, Quintet Op. 97 
BBC Music Magazine Choice 
  
LDV08 Debussy, Ravel 
"Praised for its mastery, elegance, density, complicity, and spirit, the Talich will offer eminently civilised performances 
with refinement, excellent ensemble and purity of tone." 
Gramophone Editor's Choice Nov 2012 
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Label: Philharmonia Baroque 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: PBP08 
Barcode: 852188003102 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra 
Nicholas McGegan [conductor] 

Joseph HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 57, 67 & 68 
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra 
Nicholas McGegan 

The Los Angeles Times proclaimed, "Haydn and McGegan were made for each other." 
Following on their 2011 GRAMMY©-nominated recording Haydn: Symphonies Nos. 104, 88, and 101, music director 
Nicholas McGegan and Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra present three inventive symphonies from Haydn’s middle 
period: nos. 57, 67 & 68. 
Haydn composed these works in the 1770s, a decade when he was often creating three to four new symphonies each 
year. He acknowledged that this pace forced him to 'become original'. What we hear are the fruits of a period in which 
Haydn was eagerly exploring the possibilities of symphonic form and expression, presented by America’s leading period 
instrument orchestra. 
The performances were recorded live at First Congregational Church, Berkeley, CA on February 8-9, 2014 (No. 68) and 
October 11-12, 2014 (Nos. 57 and 67). This recording is made possible by a generous gift from the Waverley Fund.    
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
PBP02 Haydn: Symphonies 104, 88, 101 
"Nicholas McGegan is a conductor whose platform manner and music-making often manifest an unusually infectious 
bonhomie. It’s a hugely attractive trait to bring to the late symphonies of Haydn, works that form part of the bedrock of 
symphonic repertoire but often sound as if they’re being presented more out of a sense of duty than love when played 
by symphony orchestras. Period bands, on the other hand, can make them seem like test cases for historical 
performance theories. McGegan’s three live period-instrument performances sound effortlessly natural in expressive 
manner and gait. Two of the best-known symphonies, the London and the Clock, share the disc with the under-rated, 
un-nicknamed No 88. All three benefit from an approach that blends geniality and wit with deft musical cut and thrust." 
*****MICHAEL DERVAN, Irish Times, 12 August 2011     
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Label: Orfeo 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: C864141A 
Barcode: 4011790864129 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Konstantin Lifschitz [piano] 

J.S.BACH: Goldberg Variations 
Konstantin Lifschitz 
  

  

20 years after his international breakthrough with the 'Goldberg Variations', Ukraininan pianist, Konstantin Lifschitz is 
now releasing a live recording from 2012. It is a work whose Russian connections reach back via Glenn Gould and 
Wanda Landowska to Keyserlingk, the Russian Ambassador at the Court of Dresden in Bach's own day.  

  

  

  

  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

C676071A Bach Musical Offering, Prelude & Fugue in E flat BWV552 

“The recording itself is first-class and the extensive programme notes are a model of their kind.  For Lifschitz this has 

clearly been a labour of love, even something of a pilgrimage: these are staggering performances which deserve the 

highest acclaim.” Nicholas Salwey, International Record Review, February 2008 

  

C828112A J S Bach Keyboard Concertos  

“Lifschitz’s fleet-fingered articulation serves the fast music handsomely.” BBC Music Magazine, June 2012 
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Label: Myrios Classics 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: MYR016 
Barcode: 4260183510161 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: cristal 
Kirill Gerstein [piano] 
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin 
James Gaffigan [conductor] 

Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev Piano Concertos 
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1 in B-flat minor, Op. 23 (1879 version) 
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Op. 16 
  
Kirill Gerstein 

  

Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin 
  

James Gaffigan 

Kirill Gerstein’s first orchestral recording marks the world première recording of the 1879 version of Tchaikovsky’s first 
Piano Concerto. Based on Tchaikovsky’s own conducting score from his last public concert, the new critical Urtext edition 
will be published in 2015 by the Tchaikovsky Museum in Klin, tying in with Tchaikovsky’s 175th anniversary and marking 
140 years since the concerto’s world première in Boston, in 1875. For the recording, with the Deutsches 

  

Symphonie-Orchester Berlin conducted by James Gaffigan, Kirill was granted special pre-publication access to the new 
Urtext edition. 

  

Despite negative criticism from pianist Nikolai Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky had the first version of the concerto published in 
1875. The second version, which has been recorded here, incorporated small practical adjustments to the piano part 
made by Tchaikovsky. It was published in 1879 and used by him in subsequent performances including in 1893 at the last 
concert he conducted when he paired the Piano Concerto with the world première of his Pathétique Symphony. 

  

Tchaikovsky died within days of the performance, and the third version of the Concerto was published a year after his 
death. According to Kirill it “contains a number of editorial changes that differ from the text of Tchaikovsky’s own score, 
were not authorized by him and made posthumously.” 

  

  
For this world première recording, Tchaikovsky’s first Piano Concerto is paired with Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No. 2. 
The chequered history of the second Piano Concerto also resulted in a second version. As Kirill explains, “composed in 
1913, Prokofiev left the original manuscript of the second Concerto in Russia and during one of the cold winters during 
the tumultuous period of the Russian revolution the score was used by his neighbours for heating the stove. He 

  

reconstructed and revised the composition premièring the second version of the concerto in Paris in 1924.”  
  
  
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDING 
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Label: NAÏVE 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: AM213 
Barcode: 822186002131 
MID Price 
Format: 3 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Quatuor Cambini-Paris: 
Julien Chauvin, 
Karine Crocquenoy [violin] 
Pierre-Éric Nimylowycz [viola] 
Atsushi Sakaï [cello] 

MOZART: The Six String Quartets dedicated to Haydn 
Quatuor Cambini-Paris 

CD1: 
String Quartet no. 14 in G major, “Spring” K387 1782 
String quartet no. 15 in D minor K421 1783 
CD2: 
String Quartet no. 17 in B flat major, “Hunt” K458 1783-1784 
String Quartet no. 16 in E flat major K428 1783 
CD3: 
String Quartet no. 18 in A major K464 1785 
String Quartet no. 19 in C major, “Dissonance” K465 1785 

This new recording, from the Quatuor Cambini-Paris on period instruments, brings together Mozart’s major cycle of string 
quartets - including the famous 'Spring', 'Hunt' and 'Dissonance'. The Six Quartets dedicated to Haydn, written between 
1782 and 1785, are, in Mozart’s own words, “the fruits of a long and laborious effort.” These works are unprecedented in 
their ambitious writing, contrapuntal complexity and harmonic audacity. Almost as soon as they were published by Artaria 
in Vienna in September 1785, they were the subject both of much lively criticism, and many essays on music theory. 
The Quatuor Cambini - Paris, founded in 2007, gathers some of the best French performers on period instruments, 
soloists in prestigious orchestras such as Orchestre des Champs-Elysées, Les Talens Lyriques and Le Cercle de 
l’Harmonie. 

"We are presenting this cycle in the order which Mozart himself approved for the first edition published under his 
guidance by Artaria in Vienna in 1785. 
It appears, he wanted to switch round the Quartets in E flat major and Quartet in B flat major so that they are not 
chrono-logical. There are hand-written notes to this effect in the auto-graph score kept in the British Library. 
We thought this would be a more interesting way to perform them, because, after the Quartet in D minor, which is very 
emo-tionally dense, a respite is welcome in the festive character of the Quartet in B flat major. The Quartet in E flat major 
has much more the mysterious character of an initiation ritual.ò 
Quatuor Cambini-Paris 
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Carducci Quartet  

  

CONCERT:  

4th Feb St George's Hall 

Concert Room: Shostakovich 4, Haydn, 

Beethoven 

SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartets Nos 4, 8 & 11 
String Quartet No. 4 in D Major, Op. 83 
String Quartet No. 8 in C Minor, Op. 110 
String Quartet No. 11 in F Minor, Op. 122 
Carducci Quartet 

The Carducci Quartet launches Shostakovich15 – its project to perform all 15 of Shostakovich’s string quartets in 2015. 
Commemorating 40 years since Shostakovich’s death, the Carducci Quartet is performing 10 complete cycles 
throughout the year and releases this recording of Shostakovich’s fourth, eighth and eleventh string quartets – all 
landmark works in the string quartet repertoire. 
 They will be blogging at www.shostakovich15.com and shostakovich15.blogspot.co.uk throughout the year.  
  
  
"The Carducci Quartet played a blinder at the Wigmore Hall...playing of vivacity and constant rhythmic  
subtlety" The Strad  

  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

  
  
  

  

  
  
  

SIGCD350 Into the Ravine: McCabe, Williams, Berkeley / Nick Daniel, Carducci Qt 
  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  

*****/**** BBC Music Magazine 
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Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: SIGCD408 
Barcode: 635212040829 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD

 

Packaging: cristal 

Contrapunctus 
Owen Rees [director] 

CONCERTS: 7 March Chapel of The Queen's 
College, Oxford, 'In the midst of life': Music from 
the Baldwin Partbooks    

28 March Chapel of The Queen's College, 
Oxford, Spanish Songs of Songs motets by 
Victoria, Guerrero, Ceballos & Vivanco To mark the 
500th anniversary of the birth of Teresa of Avila 

In the Midst of Life 
Music from the Baldwin Partbooks I 

Contrapunctus 

BYRD: Circumdederunt me dolores mortis, PARSONS: Libera me Domine, BYRD: Audivi vocem de cælo,             
MUNDY: Sive vigilem, PARSONS: Peccantem me quotidie, TAVERNER: Quemadmodum, TALLIS: Nunc dimittis, 
GERARDE: Sive vigilem, PARSONS: Credo quod redemptor meus vivit, SHEPPARD: Media vita								  

Shortlisted for the Gramophone Early Music Award in 2014, Contrapunctus releases an album of motets from the  
Baldwin Tudor partbooks, on the theme of mortality. Conducted by Owen Rees, the album includes Sheppard’s epic 
'Media vita' and works by Byrd, Parsons, Mundy, Teverner, Gerarde and Tallis, with Contrapunctus’s own reconstructions 
of the missing tenor parts. 

  

  

  

  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
SIGCD338 Libera Nos - Cry of the Opressed, Byrd, Tallis, Cardoso 

  

  

  

"...an experience of aching but delicious self-indulgence...an intensification of expression, a sense of deep personal 

  

  

  

convictions and emotions. These are stunningly beautiful works...The singers shape each piece lovingly. Impeccable." 
Stephen Pettitt, The Sunday Times, August 2013 

  

  

  

"Experience and vocal excellence merge in the singing of Contrapunctus to produce performances extraordinary even by 
the British vocal group’s own high standards...immaculate intonation, refined tonal blend and near-perfect ensemble" 
Andrew Stewart, Sinfini Music, August 2013 **** 

  

  

  

"this exemplary disc... Anguished masterpieces are juxtaposed with discoveries, including a convincing new vocal 

  

  

  

version of Tallis’s (hitherto instrumental) Libera nos. Pristine performances by Owen Rees’s Contrapunctus choir Richard 
Morrison, The Times, August 2013 **** 

  

  

  

"This debut recording by the clean-voiced and agile Contrapunctus ensemble includes a genuine discovery...a 'new' work 
by Thomas Tallis...The choir sings it and works by Byrd, Philippe de Monte, Pedro de Cristo and Martin Peerson with 
admirable, firm-toned fluidity. More, please." 
Stephen Pritchard, The Observer, August 2013 
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The Temple Church Choir 
Greg Morris [organ] 
Roger Sayer [director] 

A Knight's Progress 
Choral Works by Bairstow, Haydn, Muhly*, Parry, Tavener, Vaughan Williams & 
Walton 

The Temple Church Choir 
Greg Morris 
Roger Sayer 

PARRY: I was glad				  
WALTON: The Twelve				  
Nico MUHLY: Our present charter*		 
TAVENER: Mother of God, here I stand		 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Valiant-for-Truth			  
BAIRSTOW: Blessed City, heavenly Salem		 
HAYDN: Te Deum in C Major, HOB XXIIIc:2	 
* World Premiere Recording 

  

The Temple Church Choir gives the world premiere recording of Nico Muhly’s Our present charter – a brand new 
  

four-movement work commissioned by the choir to celebrate 800 years since the sealing of the Magna Carta.  Directed 
by Roger Sayer and featuring organist Greg Morris, the recording also features choral works by Parry, Vaughan Williams, 
Walton, Bairstow, Tavener and Haydn. 

  

The Temple Church was built by the Knights Templar. The Round Church was consecrated in 1185 and the Chancel 
dates from the 1230s.  In 1308, the Temple Church contained ‘two pairs of organs’ and, in the vestry, ‘twenty-eight choir 
copes and four little copes for the choristers.’ 

  

700 years later, the Temple Church still resounds to music being made to the glory of God. The Temple Church Choir and 
the fine Harrison & Harrison organ can also be heard in concert, along with two professional ensembles based at the 
church: The Temple Singers and The Temple Players. 
In November 2014 the choir visited Washington DC for the celebration of the Magna Carta Exhibition at the Library of 
Congress. The choir sang twice at the Library itself, in the presence of HRH The Princess Royal (there in her capacity as 
Inner Temple’s Royal Bencher), and then in the Supreme Court. Classic FM will broadcast the choir’s concert here on 
Thursday 21 May 2015 and the choir tour Holland in July 2015, to include a concert in the International Court of Justice. 
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The Choir of Jesus College Cambridge 
Mark Williams [director] 

Out of Darkness - Music from Lent to Trinity 
The Choir of Jesus College Cambridge 
Mark Williams 

BYRD: Cunctis diebus							  
PURCELL: Remember not, Lord, our offences. Z 50	 
BAIRSTOW: The Lamentation						  
LALOUX: Tantum ergo							  
CASALS: O vos omnes							  
STANFORD: Ye Choirs of New Jerusalem			  
L'HERITIER: Surrexit pastor bonus					  
BRITTEN: Festival Te Deum, Op. 32				  
LANGLAIS: Incantation pour un jour Saint			  
MACMILLAN: Sedebit dominus rex					  
HURFRD: Litany to the Holy Spirit				  
TALLIS: If ye love me							  
BILL IVES: Listen sweet dove					  
ROREM: Breathe on me, breath of God 			  
ELGAR: The Spirit of the Lord is upon me		 
SHEPPARD: Libera nos							  
STAINER: I Saw the Lord						  
	 
The Choir of Jesus College Cambridge (‘superlative singing’ – The Northern Echo) present this album of sacred works 
which follows events in the Church calendar.  From Ash Wednesday, through to the final feast of the year – Trinity, the 
recording features works by Bryd, Purcell, Casals, Elgar, Stanford, Britten, Tallis and James MacMillan, all directed by 
Mark Williams.

 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
 

SIGCD370 My Beloved's Voice - Sacred Songs of Love 
“The disk unfolds…in ebbing arcs of emotion … a disk whose love songs are as fresh and lovely as their texts.”

 

Alexandra Coghlan – Gramophone, October 2014 
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Duncan Ferguson [organ] 

William FAULKES (1863–1933): An Edwardian concert with 
England’s organ composer 
Duncan Ferguson 

Festival Prelude on ‘Ein’ feste Burg’ , Fantasia*, Scherzo symphonique concertant*, 
Theme (Varied) in E flat*, Barcarolle in B flat*, Concert Overture in E flat*, 
Mélodie in F Anton Rubinstein  arr. Faulkes*, Fantasia on Old Welsh Airs*, Légende and Finale* 
*premiere recordings 

Having incited critical fervour with his choir’s wide-ranging recordings of music from John Sheppard to Gabriel Jackson, 
Duncan Ferguson – when exploring repertoire for a solo recording on Edinburgh’s ‘Father’ Willis – has revealed gems 
from a period in the instrument’s history that is seeing something of a resurgence. William Faulkes, comfortably 
England’s most prolific organ composer of all time, was one of the leading figures in a generation of organists and organ 
composers whose style of writing went out of fashion; music that is melodious, spirited, uplifting – a manifest example of 
the then national confidence. The St Mary’s organ has the ideal colour palette for Faulkes, and Ferguson is a compelling 
advocate, revelling in music that speaks from and of the golden age of organ concert-going. 

WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS 

ADVERTISED IN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE 
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Jamal Sutton [organ] 
Winchester College Chapel Choir 
Malcolm Archer [director] 

STANFORD: Choral Music 
Winchester College Chapel Choir 

Benedictus in C, Beati quorum via, Watts’ Cradle Song, Te Deum in C, Justorum animae, 
A Song of Wisdom - I came forth, Oh! For a closer walk with God, When, in our music, God is glorified (tune: Engelberg), 
For lo, I raise up, Coelos ascendit hodie, Come, ye thankful people, come, 
If ye then be risen with Christ, The Lord is my shepherd, Oh praise God in his holiness (Psalm 150) 
  
Convivium Records proudly present the sacred choral music of Charles Villiers Stanford, recorded by Winchester College 
Chapel Choir, with the new Dobson organ in Merton College Chapel, Oxford. 
This delightful collection includes some of Stanford’s best-known choral music alongside a number of works that are 
rarely performed and recorded. 
Generously supported by the Stanford Society, the booklet programme notes have been compiled by Professor Jeremy 
Dibble, a leading authority on the composer’s music.  The booklet cover portrait was specially commissioned for this 
release. Also included in the booklet are a number of images of Stanford’s manuscripts, kindly reproduced with 
permission from the Royal School of Church Music. 
Winchester College Quiristers (trebles) have for over 625 years sung services in Winchester College Chapel. In modern 
times they have formed a choir (Winchester College Chapel Choir) renowned for its excellence, under the masterful 
direction of Malcolm Archer. In addition to singing four services each week in the College Chapel, the Quiristers regularly 
broadcast and record. In recent years the Chapel Choir has sung in the USA, Canada, Germany, the Czech Republic, 
Hong Kong, Italy, France, Holland and Russia. They perform a fascinating mix of both sacred and secular repertoire and 
regularly sing in London, where performances have included the BBC Promenade Concerts. They also frequently appear 
on TV and Radio. On three occasions since the Millennium, Quiristers have won the title of BBC Young Chorister of the 
Year, by any standards an outstanding record. 

you tube clips from this recording... 
Advertising tbc 
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Florence Bolton 
Benjamin Perrot 
La Rêveuse 

Telemann: Trios & Quartets with viola da gamba 
La Rêveuse 

Sonata II TWV43:g1, Trio V TWV42:g1, Sonata TWV43:G12, Sonata TWV42: a7, 
Trio II TWV42:G6, Chaconne 'Modère' TWV43:e4 

A major musical figure of the 18th-century, in his time, Telemann was more popular than Bach. This master of 
instrumental music was open to French and Italian influences and to the new galant style that flourished in Germany. 
Telemann wrote music notable for its considerable panache. This is especially true of his chamber music, a selection of 
which is offered here on this recording featuring the ensemble La Rêveuse. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MIR177 Lawes Ayres 
“A pleasing mix of songs… Throughout the accompaniments are lively and imaginative, with added and delightful 
instruments interludes between verses… He (the singer) sings with impressive control and affecting intensity, particularly 
is Lawes’ setting of John Donne’s ‘Sweet stay awhile’, which is beautifully performed. The instrumental pieces are 
excellently performed.” Robert Oliver, Early Music Review – August 2013 
  
MIR033 Purcell, Cease, Anxious World 
"Hassler's pure tone, delicate decorations, easy phrasing and profound connection to the poetry are complemented by La 
Rêveuse's ensemble of violins, triple harp, organ, harpsichord and theorbo... The impression is of a world in which joy 
slides into sadness, sadness into joy." Anna Picard, Independent on Sunday 

  

  
MIR074 Buxtehude; Reinken: Sonatas; Hortus Musicus I and IV 
“La Rêveuse’s supremely skilled and ecstatic performances give full force to both composers’ extraordinarily rich musical 
personalities and overflowing imaginations…This disc is a necessary addition to the musical library of any true Baroque 
music fan.” Christopher Price,   IRR Outstanding, International Record Review, November 2009 
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Ensemble Sans Souci: 
Giuseppe Nalin [oboe & leader] 
Nicolò Dotti [oboe] 
Paolo Tognon [bassoon] 
Fabiano Merlante [theorbo, archlute & viola da 
gamba] 
Massimiliano Varusio [cello & viola da gamba] 
Michele Gallo [doublebass] 
Marco Vincenzi [harspichord] 

HEINICHEN: Unpublished Dresden Sonatas 
Ensemble Sans Souci 

Triosonata in B flat major for two oboes and continuo 
Triosonata in G major for two oboes and continuo 
Triosonata in B flat major for two oboes, concerted bassoon and continuo 
Sonata in G minor for oboe and continuo 
Triosonata in F major for two oboes and continuo 
Sonata in D major for bassoon and continuo 
Sonata in C minor for two oboes and continuo 

Between the years 1715 and 1730, a series of exceptionally favorable circumstances occurred at the Court of Dresden, 
most notably the presence of remarkably skilled players, especially in the ranks of oboes and bassoons. 
The focus of the present album, consisting almost entirely of world première recordings, on period instruments, is on 
Johann David Heinichen. His compositional attention seems to concentrate on the oboe, producing a series of pages 
which show a treatment of the shapes and affects being surely the result of great talent, skill and artistic  
intelligence, as clearly demonstated beyond any doubt in the compositions collected in this recording.  
  
  
WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS 
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Arthur Schoonderwoerd [fortepiano & musical 
direction] 
Francisco Fernández-Rueda [tenor] 
Cristofori 

MOZART: Piano Concertos K238, 246 
Concert Arias: Si mostra la sorte KV209, Con ossequio, con rispetto KV210 
Arthur Schoonderwoerd 
Cristofori 

Arthur Schoonderwoerd, one of today's most sought-after interpreters on the fortepiano, presents the fourth part of his 
complete recording of Mozart's piano concertos on the Accent label with this release of the two early Piano Concertos, 
KV238 and KV246. As on their previous issues, Schoonderwoerd and his ensemble Cristofori here liberate Mozart's 
works from traditional 19th-century sound concepts: each string part in the orchestra is played by just one performer; the 
result is a very slender, transparent sound that supports the solo instrument without ever covering it up. 
In the Concerto in B-flat major, KV 238, the fortepiano attains a range of five octaves for the first time in Mozart's oeuvre 
and requires a correspondingly larger instrument. The Concerto in C major, KV 246 has numerous dynamic markings in 
the solo part and was thus probably intended for a 'modern' fortepiano with these possibilities at its disposal. Although 
long dismissed as a mere dilettante concerto, this work is anything but technically undemanding when presented on an 
instrument of its time. Schoonderwoerd plays these concertos, both composed in Salzburg in 1777, on a replica of a 
fortepiano by Späth & Schmahl from the last third of the 18th century. The recording is rounded off by two alternative 
cadenzas to the Concerto, KV 238 and the concert arias 'Si mostra la sorte' (KV209) and 'Con ossequio, con 
rispetto' (KV210), sung by the young Spanish tenor Francisco Fernández-Rueda. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
ACC24289 Mozart – Piano Concerto KV175 (2 Versions)  
“Fascinating to frame ‘Ah, lo previdi’ with two versions of K175.” Paul Riley, BBC Music Magazine – April 2014 

“these are not your standard Mozart concerto performances … cautiously recommended” 

Andrew O’Connor, IRR – April 2014 
  

ACC24254 Mozart Complete Clavier Sonatas / Arthur Schoonerwoerd 
“Mozart with attitude … beautifully judged … magical and very convincing.”  
Noel O’Regan, Early Music Review – June 2014 
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Oltremontano 
Psallentes 
Wim Becu [direction] 

Coronation Music for Charles II
Oltremontano
Psallentes
Wim Becu 

PARSONS: The song called trumpets
MERSENNE: L'Entrée, A Cheval, Cavalcade & Double Cavalcade, Le Retraite
LOCKE: 5-part thins for the cornetts, FANTINI: Entrata Imperiale, 
CHILD: O Lord, grant the King long life
BYRD: In Nomine à 5, Miserere à 4, Browning à 5 'The leaves be green'
HUMFREY: The King shall rejoice, Te Deum 'The King' Bells of Westminster Abbey
BASSANO: Pavana à 5, Galiarda à 5, Pavana à 5, Galiarda & Coranto à 5, Pavana à 6
ANON: Almand à 6, LAWES: Fantazia à 6; ADSON: Courtly Masquing Ayres à 5 [19-21]

The coronation of Charles II was the glorious celebration of the restoration of the monarchy following a coup d'ètat, civil
war and an 11-year government of the Commonwealth under Oliver Cromwell. The return of the monarch was sealed in
early 1660 and the official coronation took place in London just a year later. It was a large-scale political spectacle and a
festive patriotic statement. The sequence of the coronation festivities is well documented in texts and pictures, but
contemporary statements concerning the music that was played are imprecise. The ensemble Oltremontano under the
direction of Wim Becu, specialists in the wind music of the Renaissance and Baroque periods, have evaluated this music
and reconstructed the ceremony. They now present the various stations of the ceremonial act in sound: the arrival of the
King in London, the triumphal procession to the cathedral, the solemn coronation ceremony in Westminster Abbey, the
ensuing royal banquet and the royal masques that followed. The result is a gripping sonic painting - supported by
carefully incorporated background noise – that allows us to immerse ourselves in a magnificent event of the early
baroque English monarchy.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ACC24282 Trombone Grande – Works by Frescobaldi, Zielinski et. al.
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Accademia Strumentale Italiana: 
Alberto Rasi alto [viol] 
Claudia Pasetto [bass viol] 
Leonardo bortolotto [bass viol] 
Riccardo Coelati Rama [violone] 

JENKINS: ‘Tis a singing age, Fantasies a 4
Accademia Strumentale Italiana

Fantasia 5 - Fantasia 12 - Fantasia 7
Fantasia 17 - Fantasia 6 - Fantasia 4
Fantasia 9 - Fantasia 14 - Fantasia 1
Fantasia 8 - Fantasia 11 - Fantasia 3
Fantasia 10 - Fantasia 15 - Fantasia 2
Fantasia 16 - Fantasia 13

In 17th century England music was a strong vehicle of coalescence and sometimes of social distinction; and in a
populous city like London it could count on a vast audience of more or less excellent amateur music lovers. They were
the primary interlocutors of the professional musicians, who were often engaged in aristocratic families as resident music
masters. Along with these, there was these a flourishing specific production for consorts of viole da gamba, suitable for
average performers and cultivated enough to appreciate the play of counterpoint of the pleasant affects derived from the
model of the polyphonic madrigal: the main genre of English domestic music between the Elizabethan age and the reign
of James I. 
This is the context of reference for the production of John Jenkins, a virtuoso of the lute and the viola da gamba, a prolific
composer with over 800 works, almost completely instrumental and preserved in manuscript. The context of circulation of
his music was, furthermore, that of private societies, thus copies made by hand and preserved in family archives.
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Anne Queffélec [piano] 

SCARLATTI: Ombre et Lumière 
18 Sonatas for piano K420, 54, 149, 103, 425, 147. 144, 260, 109, 279, 145, 481, 
551, 32, 517, 246, 318, 27 
Anne Queffélec 

Anne Queffélec devoted her very first recording to Scarlatti, when she was just 20-years old. Today she returns to 
theworld of the Italian composer with these 18 sonatas, radiant or contemplative, virtuosic or tender, which sing of 
Andlausia, sunshine and joie de vivre, but also the dark shadows of melancholy. After Bach and Handel Anne 
Queffélec here completes her Mirare trilogy of composers from 1685. 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON MIRARE: 
MIR010 Handel Keyboard Works  
"A total triumph and arguably Queffélec's finest album to date." 
Julian Haylock, Classic FM Magazine, May 2006, ***** 

“A disc to be seized with both hands.” Pianist Recommended, Pianist, February/March 2007 

MIR082 Bach & Bach transcriptions 
“a truly musical release of rare distinction.” Marius Dawn, Pianist Recommended, June/July 2009 

MIR104 Haydn Keyboard Sonatas 
“Fine rhythm and articulation illuminate her playing…cherishable.” 
Nalen Anthoni, Gramophone, February 2010 

MIR189 Satie & Compagnie 
"precise, elegant fingerwork, a full palatte of mood and atmosphere … highly recommended" 
Stephen Pruslin, International Record Review – June 2013 
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Claire-Marie Le Guay [piano] 

Claire-Marie Le Guay: Bach piano 
Claire-Marie Le Guay 

Concerto Italien BWV971 
Capriccio si bémol majeur BWV9926. 
Sinfonia no.11 en si bémol majeur BWV797 
Partita no.1 si bémol majeur BWV825 
Invention no.14 si bémol majeur BWV785 
Fantasia chromatique et fugue BWV903 

Intended to ‘instruct us and elevate our souls’, the keyboard œuvre of Bach allows us to travel to concertante Italy and 
invites us to dance or improvisation. From the moving 'Capriccio on the Departure of a Beloved Brother' to the 'Italian 
Concerto' by way of 'Partita no.1', the pianist Claire-Marie Le Guay offers a portrait of Bach that reveals the multiple 
facets of his genius: the virtuoso improviser, the pedagogue, the builder of cathedrals in sound. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MIR169 Voyage en Russie 
“How wonderful to have this collection of Russian cakes for an afternoon’s enjoyment.” 
Marius Dawn, Pianist, June-July 2012 ***** 

“Le Guay brings astonishing insights and sympathy to these composers…This is one of those CDs that gets better every 
time you listen to it.  So if you love the Russians or if you’d like to get better acquainted with them, this voyage is one you 
should make.” Patrick Rucker, International Record Review, May 2012 

"Personal and eloquent, warm and affectionate, nothing is heavily personalised or idiosyncratic. For the most part her 
manner is gentle and caressing, almost as if played before a small circle of intimate friends … Her Scriabin Prelude for 
the left hand (Op 9 No1) could hardly be more heartfelt … she charms the birds out of the trees … beautifully recorded by 
Mirare." Gramophone – October 2012 
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Johanna Martzy [violin] 
RIAS-Symphonie-Orchester 
Ferenc Fricsay [conductor] 
Jean Antonietti [piano] 

Johanna Martzy
Berlin, 1953 - 1966
Johanna Martzy
Ferenc Fricsay

DVORAK: Violin Concerto in A Minor, Op. 53, BRAHMS: Violin Sonata No. 1 in G Major, Op. 78
BACH: Violin Sonata No. 1 in G Minor, BWV1001, HANDEL: Violin Sonata No. 1 in A Major, Op. 1/3
VIVALDI: Violin Sonata in D Major, RV10, KREISLER: Rondino über ein Thema von Beethoven
FIOCCO/O’NEILL: Suite No. 1 in G Major (Allegro), RAVEL: Berceuse sur le nom de Gabriel Faure
FALLA/KREISLER: Danse Espagnole (from La vida breve)

The Hungarian violinist Johanna Martzy was considered one of the great hopes of her generation during the 1950s. From
her base in Switzerland, she conquered all the major European concert stages from 1950 onwards. Through a chain of
unfortunate events, her career had already passed its apex during the early 1960s. At the end of the decade, her career
that had begun so brilliantly finally came to a complete standstill. The doubts of this serious and introverted musician
outweighed her longing and temptation to live a life in the limelight.
Because Johanna Martzy’s recording career only lasted four years, her name has become a legend amongst experts;
her recordings are rare collector’s items. Her highly conscious, careful selection of repertoire was completely consistent
with her way of making music. The clear, brilliant tone, without any frills, of her preferred
Carlo Bergonzi violin lends her playing a definite profile that is easy to recognise. She limited herself to a very
manageable number of works ranging from Bach to moderate modern composers, but mastered these utterly.
In 1953 she was engaged by the RIAS (today: Deutschlandradio Kultur) to participate in a production of the
Violin Concerto in A minor, Op. 53 of Antonín Dvorák on the occasion of a concert with Ferenc Fricsay and
the RIAS Symphony Orchestra. Since the orchestra at that time stood under the shock of impending disbandment, a
recording of this same work with Deutsche Grammophon was made in order to gain financial support. Although both
recordings were made in the same recording room within just a few days of each other, they are markedly different,
especially in their respective sounds. The radio recording, which was long thought to have been identical to the recording
made for commercial release, is being issued here for the first time.
During the 1960s, when Johanna Martzy had begun to withdraw from the major concert stages for private
reasons, she regularly came to Berlin to give recitals with her piano partner Jean Antonietti. On these occasions, she
also visited the recording studios of the RIAS a number of times. All of the recordings made there that still exist today can
be heard in this edition. Johanna Martzy’s mastery and beauty of tone on these recordings are utterly convincing, and
show that she was still at the height of her powers at that time.
Her death in 1979, hardly noticed by the general public, thus signified a tragic loss for the musical world.
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Pierre Fournier [cello] 
Swiss Festival Orchestra • István Kertész 
Orchestre Philharmonique de la RTF • Jean 
Martinon 
Festival Strings Lucerne • Matthias Bamert 

Pierre Fournier: Dvorák, Saint-Saëns, Casals
Live recordings: Lucerne Festival 1962 - 1976
Pierre Fournier

DVORAK: Cello Concerto Op. 104 Swiss Festival Orchestra / István Kertész Lucerne, Kunsthaus, 16/8/ 1967
SAINT-SAENS: Cello Concerto No. 1 Op. 33 Orchestre Philharmonique de la RTF / Jean Martinon
Lucerne, Kunsthaus, 10/9/1962
Dedication announcement: Pierre Fournier
CASALS: El cant dels ocells Festival Strings Lucerne / Matthias Bamert Lucerne, Kunsthaus, 4/9/1976

Pierre Fournier (1906-1986) was one of the most eminent cellists of the generation after Pablo Casals. Praised as an
“aristocrat of cello playing”, he was admired for his soulful, singing tone, his uncomplicated elegance and his refined
sound. This disc presents three live recordings from this legacy, recorded at Lucerne Festival and all of them released for
the first time.
Together with István Kertész, Fournier performed a piece of his core repertoire in the summer of 1967:
Dvorák’s Cello Concerto in B minor – a particularly noteworthy archive discovery since the conductor’s tragically early
death had prevented him from making a studio recording of the concerto.
This live recording preserves the unpredictable emotional value of the concert situation: Fournier and Kertész take many
risks, preferring the high definition of separate sounds as well as fresh tempi, without any temptation to fall for folklore
frenzy or sentimental melancholy. Camille Saint-Saëns’ First Cello Concerto in A minor was held in low esteem for
decades, despite composers such as Rachmaninov and Shostakovich declaring it “the greatest of all cello concertos”. It
was not revived until the 1950s, not least thanks to its advocacy by Pierre Fournier. In 1962, alongside Jean Martinon
and the Orchestre Philharmonique de la RTF, he presented a passionate reading of the work, permitting a telling
comparison to his previous studio recording. A new item in Fournier’s discography, however, is the 'Cant dels ocells'
which he played in 1976 at a memorial concert on the centenary of Pablo Casals’ birthday: this was also his last
appearance at Lucerne Festival. Fournier’s brief announcement before this work has been included here: in it he pays
tribute both to Pablo Casals – whose cello version of the old Catalan Christmas carol became an obligatory constituent of
his concerts and a secret hymn for all refugees and emigrants longing for home – and also to the cellist and composer
Enrico Mainardi, who had died only a few months previously, on 10 April 1976.
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Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli [piano] 

BACH, BEETHOVEN, SCHUMANN, BRAHMS 
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli 

BACH/BUSONI: Ciaconna from Partita in D min BWV1004 [Abbey Road, 27/10/1948] 
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata no.3 Op.2 No.3 [Milan, June 1941] 
SCHUMANN: Fashingsschwank aus Wien [London, live, 12/5/1957] 
BRAHMS: Variations on a theme of Paganini Op.35 [Abbey Road, 26/10/1948] 

A fourth Tribute to ‘ABM’, the unpredictable Italian pianist, pilot, ski champion: a perfectionist with a select repertoire in 
which the great German composers, from Bach's baroque flamboyancy, filtered via Busoni; to the romantics, Beethoven, 
Schumann and Brahms, were magnified and filtered, showing the solidity of their construction. The number of his 
recordings is limited with essentially works by Debussy and Ravel and a few of Beethoven but these mythical renderings 
of his inimitable touch are easily recognisable by its pliable nature and the pureness of his style, superbly realised here in 
new tranfers by Praga Digitals. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
DSD350091 Ravel / Debussy 

DSD350098 Beethoven Emperor Concerto, Sonata 32, Debussy Images [encores] 
“Despite inferior sound, Michelangeli dazzles in the opening of Op. 111, is magisterial in the Emperor Concerto, and 
gives peerless performances of Debussy's Images.” 
BBC Music Magazine, July 2014 ***** 

DSD350110 Chopin / Rachmaninov 
"Michelangeli makes the spine tingle in a way no others can approach...although the recording can't entirely belie its 
vintage, it does justice to one of the finest concerto records ever made.” Gramophone Classical Music Guide, 2010 
[Rachmaninov] 

“In the Rachmaninov, the heroic virtuosity of Michelangelo's playing banished any doubts that this composition was a 
poor shadow of its predecessors.” BBC Music Magazine, January 2012 
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Sviatoslav Richter [piano] 

LISZT: Harmonies poétiques et religieuses, S173 
Scherzo & March S177, Mephisto-Waltz No.1 S541, Mephisto Polka S217, 
Nuages gris S1997, Valse oubliée No. 2 in A flat S215 
 
Sviatoslav Richter 

A first volume (DSD350078) presented some among the most famous works by the Hungarian pianist-composer. This 
last volume proposes more mysterious pages, Mephistophelean with their dancing flavours, their satanic, doleful, 
gloomy, or oblivious aspects and with indelible threnodies… 
2015 sees the centenary of the birth of Sviatoslav Teofilovich Richter  widely considered one of the greatest pianists of 
the 20th century, celebrated for the depth of his interpretations, virtuoso technique, and vast repertoire.  
  
Recording Date December 31, 1988 [tbc] 
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 

  

DSD350078 Liszt 

  

“Richter’s technical feats make his Liszt playing extraordinary, while his sense of near-demonic possession in these live 
performances, recorded at various points in the 1950s, is hair-raising.” 

  

Jessica Duchen, BBC Music Magazine – June 2014 ***** / ** 
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Heather Harper [soprano] 
Alfreda Hodgson [mezzo] 
Robert Tear [tenor] 
Benjamin Luxon [bass] 
Singing City Choir of Philadelphia 
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra 

HANDEL: Messiah 
Heather Harper 
Alfreda Hodgson 
Robert Tear 
Benjamin Luxon 
Zubin Mehta 

To perform this major oratorio Zubin Mehta and the Philharmonic hosted 100 choristers from the 'Singing City' choir of 
Philadelphia, who appeared thanks to sponsorship from the Governor of Philadelphia and US Department of State. 
Mehta chose a performing version shortened by almost a quarter [perhaps no bad thing], for this 'Messiah' with a 
legendary British cast, from December 1974, also stripping away layers of the orchestration that have clung to the piece 
for, what was in 1974, the last 233 years. 
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Alfonso Alberti [piano] 
Marisol Montalvo [soprano] 

Matthias PINTSCHER [b.1971]: On a Clear Day 
Alfonso Alberti 
Marisol Montalvo 

Monumento I [in memoria di Arthur Rimbaud] [1991] for piano 
Nacht. Mondschein [Szene für Klavier] [1994] for piano 
Lieder und Schneebilder [2000/2001] for soprano and piano on texts by e.e. cummings 
Tableau/Miroir [Threnos in zwei Teilen] [1991] for piano 
On a clear day [2004] for piano 

A monographic CD devoted to Matthias Pintscher’s compositions from 1991 to 2004. All pieces contained in the album 
were written for solo piano but 'Lieder und Schneebilder', for soprano and piano on texts by the poet and artist e.e. 
cummings. As Alfonso Alberti writes in the liner notes “Ten years passed from the beginning of the nineties and the 
explosions of 'Monumento I' and 'Tableau-Miroir', in which the sound almost coagulates into volcanic material, before 
'Lieder und Schneebilder' and then 'On a clear day'. In these more recent pieces the sonorous material appears thicker in 
its intangible, aeriform state; yet a thousand signs tell us that under-behind-beside it, that alter ego persists that we know 
best, that body, that sound from which in some way the immaterial has been able to escape”. 
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Nelly Lee [soprano] 
  

Valentin Potapov [cello] 
  

Yuri Olijnik [baritone] 
  

Ens soloists of Leningrad Philharmonic 
  

Orchestra 
  

Leningrad Chamber Orchestra 
  

Chamber Orchestra “Perpetuum Mobile” Kiev 
Chamber Orchestra 

  

Igor Blazhkov [conductor] 

Valentin SILVESTROV: Spectrums, Symphony No. 2,
 Cantata, Meditation, “Farewell, O World …!”

First Recordings

This CD is dedicated to early works by the Ukrainian composer Valentin Silvestrov: “Avantgarde is an attempt to break
out of an enclosed space into a more open one... In the attempt to break out of this space, the fireworks of avant-garde
artists are like the outbursts of the Romantics...In my first works, I made it my goal...to achieve a lyrical atmosphere.” As
early as 1967, Silvestrov – who calls himself a “lyricist and poet in music” – formulated with these words his
compositional Credo, which has remained unchanged throughout the years.
The symphony for chamber orchestra 'Spectrums' was originally created as music for the film “Kiev Frescoes" by the
famous director Sergei Paradschanow – a project that was never realised, however.
According to Silvestrov, the 'Symphony No. 2' for flute, percussion, piano and strings is like “a madrigal without words,
through which a melodic wind blows.” To this end, the flute plays a major role, since it can always be heard through the
curtain of clusters in the strings and percussion.
The composer did not interpret the title of his 'Meditation' in the postmodernist 'Eastern' sense, but in the traditional
Western sense, as a synonym for a symbolically interpreted sonata form that also strives for unity.
For the 'Cantata' for soprano and chamber orchestra based on poems by Fyodor Tyutchev and Alexander Blok,
Silvestrov chose two remarkable texts, visions of night landscapes which he merged into a strange nocturne.
In 'Farewell, O World …!' sopilka (Ukrainian flute with a wind cap) and bandura (Ukrainian lutelike plucked instrument)
are used in addition to the string quartet – emphasising the folk-like nature of the song.
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SWR Sinfonieorchester Baden-Baden und 
Freiburg 

  

Sylvain Cambreling [conductor] 
  

Experimentalstudio des SWR Freiburg 

Mark ANDRE: ... auf ... Triptych for large orchestra
SWR Sinfonieorchester Baden-Baden und Freiburg
Sylvain Cambreling 
Experimentalstudio des SWR Freiburg

Mark Andre’s compositions '...auf...' [...on...] are three independent orchestral pieces. Taken
together, they can be heard as a cycle or as a triptych, like a three-part altarpiece. Though they
are related, each work begins again the search for new resonances and means for transitions
between sounds.
“...auf...1” begins with a sustained and spherical sound of the strings. Later the band of sound is
invaded by short impulses of the other instruments: the harps play with plectrums while the
cellists and double-bass players briefly tap with their fingertips on the resonating bodies of their
instruments, the trumpets whistle, and the horn players tap on their mutes with the palms of
their hands. Two essential elements of the piece are a short, impulsive attack of a sound, on the
one hand, and its resounding and fading away over a long period of time, on the other hand.
In “...auf...2” at first two pianos present a dialogue of short events rich in accents and colours
before the other orchestral instruments join in. Harmonious, inharmonious, and noise-like sounds
are juxtaposed to each other. Compared to “...auf...1”, the orchestral instruments in this piece
move even more strongly into strange – sometimes metallic and technical, sometimes surreal –
spheres of sound. Here too, the sonorities coalesce into short impulses and long bands of sound.
For the orchestral layout of “...auf...3” the percussion section is expanded to six players
positioned around the audience; in addition, a sampler keyboard is supposed to be on the stage
as well as live electronics with loudspeakers surrounding the audience. The live electronics follow
a precise plan as to when which sounds of the orchestra are to be reproduced additionally from
which loudspeaker. A special program for electronic sound transformation permits the so-called
“convolution” of two different input signals: this makes it possible to connect the attack of one
instrument with the resonance of another. A drumbeat can for example produce the resonance of
a piano, or a string pizzicato can become a sustained flute sound. In the course of composing
“...auf...3” the use and implementation of this still-quite-young process was pioneering work for
the participating sound engineers and the composer.
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Mark Knoop [piano] 
  

Roderick Chadwick [piano] 
  

Newton Armstrong [electronics] 
  

recorded at Kings Place, January 2013 

STOCKHAUSEN: Mantra
Mark Knoop
Roderick Chadwick
Newton Armstrong 

"The composition of 'Mantra' was a turning point for Stockhausen. After a period in the second half of the 1960s during
which his music had taken a decidedly speculative turn, Mantra signalled a return to the intricately systematised
approach to musical construction that had characterised his serial works of the 1950s, and at the same time established
a set of concerns that would underpin his music for much of the remainder of his life. This return to serial preoccupations
was, however, by no means a regression. 'Mantra' expanded the possibilities and potentialities of the serial principle,
effecting a decisive shift away from the more austere and abstract music of the 1950s, and effectively re-opening the
doors to melody, theatre, extra-musical reference, and allusions to tonal harmony." Newton Armstrong
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Symphonieorchester Baden-Baden und 
Freiburg / Rupert Huber 

  

Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen 
  

Rundfunks / Lothar Zagrosek 
  

Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen 
  

Rundfunks / Christoph Poppen 
  

Carin Levine [flutes] 
  

William Bartin [didgeridoo] 
  

Jeremias Schwarzer [recorders] 

Liza LIM: Orchestral Works
The Compass [2006], Pearl, Ochre, Hair, String [2009-10], The Guest [2010]
Bavarian Radio Orchestra
Lothar Zagrosek
Christoph Poppen

Australian composer Liza Lim is Professor of Composition and Director of the Centre for Research in New Music, joining
the University of Huddersfield in 2008. Key works include three operas: The Oresteia (1993), Moon Spirit Feasting (1999)
and The Navigator (2008), collectively shown in seasons in Melbourne, Adelaide, Berlin, Zurich, Tokyo and Brisbane,
Moscow and Paris. In 2011, she collaborated with jazz pianist Uri Caine, singer Omar Ebrahim and Ensemble
musikFabrik on the critically acclaimed 'Tongue of the Invisible'; the CD was selected for ‘best of 2013’ lists in The New
Yorker and Sunday Times.

"[Lim] holds a commanding position in international music, her intricately sensuous scores welcomed both at the Los
Angeles Philharmonic and at German new-music festivals. Yet she shows an acute sensitivity to the local and particular,
to voices on the margins of a smoothly integrated global culture" Alex Ross, The New Yorker, April 2014

ALSO AVAILABLE:
WER6859-2 Liza Lim - Tongue of the Invisible
BEST RECORDS OF THE YEAR CONTEMPORARY (NUMBER FOUR)
“A complex treatment of verse by Hafiz, the eight-part cycle recalls Boulez’s Le Marteau sans maître.”
Paul Driver, The Sunday Times- 8th December 2013
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Maxence Cyrin [piano]  

Format: 1 CD   Packaging: digipack 

Maxence CYRIN: Nocturnes 
Maxence Cyrin 

1. A tale from the past 
2. Arc de triomphe 
3. Dream over the bridge 
4. Velours poussière 
5. China club 
6. La Bellevilloise 
7. In the grey of the sky 
8. The frozen palace 
9. Paris spleen 
10. It was a very good night 

‘Nocturnes’ is the 4th album of Maxence Cyrin. Having realised two albums where he reinterpreted pop, rock and electro 
anthems as a solo pianist (‘Modern Rhapsodies’, ‘Novö Piano’), then ‘The Fantasist’, an imaginary movie soundtrack, 
‘Nocturnes’ is its first album of compositions for solo piano, revisiting a musical form adopted by several composers 
(Fauré, Field) and popularised by Chopin and Satie. 
This album, made up by 10 pieces, invites us to a night journey in Paris (Arc de triomphe, Dream over the bridge, Paris 
spleen), the places where we have fun there (La Bellevilloise, China club), it makes us make a detour to go to lengthen in 
the boudoirs of a rococo hotel (Velours poussière). 
The pianist also invites us into the musing and the enchantment (The frozen palace), the melancholy (A tale from the 
past, In the grey of the sky) and proposes, before putting us to sleep, to remember this night spent in his company (It was 
a very good night). 
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Beatrice Berrut [piano] 

Lux Aeterna - Visions of Bach 
Beatrice Berrut 

J.S. BACH: Siciliano, BWV1031 [transcription, Wilhelm Kempff] 
Aria, BWV1068 [transcription Alexander Siloti] 
Chaconne, BWV1004 [transcription Ferruccio Busoni (BV B24)] 
Orgel-Choralvorspiele, BV B27 [transcription Ferruccio Busoni] 
Komm Gott Schöpfer, heiliger Geist, BWV667, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme, BWV645 
Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland, BWV659, Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g’mein, BWV734 
Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ, BWV639, Herr Gott, nun schleuss den Himmel auf, BWV617 
Durch Adams Fall ist ganz verderbt, BWV637, Durch Adams Fall ist ganz verderbt, BWV705 
In Dir ist Freude, BWV615, Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, BWV665 
Thierry ESCAICH (b.1965): Trois études baroques pour piano* 
*world premiere recording 

"I have chosen works transcribed by Busoni, Siloti or Kempff, and not that of works written for harpsichord, for their 
transcriptions hold out a thread between Bach's era and our modern world...Thierry Escaich's music also has its roots in 
Bach's. So it is that his latest works recall the music of the cantor of Leipzig, whilst strangely tinting it with the colours of 
the 21st centuries: bouquets of colourful harmonies, wild rhythms, moments of mystical ecstasy…" Béatrice Berrut 

  

Recognised on the international scene and by her peers as a major artist, for her debut on the Aparté label, the Swiss 
pianist Béatrice Berrut gives us a highly intimate vision of Johann Sebastian Bach's music. 

  

For this, she is accompanied by a Bösendorfer piano prototype and the microphones of Nicolas Bartholomée, set up in 
the setting of Flagey, a multi-disciplinary arts centre in Brussels. 
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Ensemble Gilles Binchois: 
David Sagastume [countertenor] 
François Roche, Dominique Vellard [tenors] 
Cyprien Sadek [baritone] 
Joel Frederiksen [bass] 
Saori Sato [organ] 
Bernard Fourtet [serpent] 
Maîtrise de Toulouse 

Lost polyphony / Polyphonies oubliées 
Faux-bourdons from the 16th-19th Centuries 
Ensemble Gilles Binchois 
Dominique Vellard 

CD1 (XVIe > XVIIe): Ave consurgens aurora (versus), Lumen ad revelationem (antienne), 
Nunc dimittis (cantique de Siméon), Credo in unum Deum, Mater regis angelorum (versus), 
Nunc dimittis / Ayn apolis / Magnum, nomen Domini (cantique de Siméon), 
Litaniæ B. Mariae Virginis (Litanies), Miserere (psaume 50), Creator omnium (versus), 
Claudin de SERMISY (1490-1562) Magnificat du 6e ton, Laudate pueri (psaume 112), 
Jean de BOURNONVILLE (1585-1632) Ave regina cœlorum (antienne), 
In exitu Israel (psaume 113), Laudate Dominum du 3e ton (psaume 116), 
CHARPENTIER (1643-1704) De profundis (psaume 129) 
 
CD2 (XVIIIe > XIXe): Pange lingua (hymne), Dixit Dominus (psaume 109), Ave maris stella (hymne),

 

Alleluia, O filii et filiæ, Ave maris stella (hymne), Kyrie de la Messe des morts, Dies iræ (séquence),
 

Omne quod dat mihi (antienne), Magnificat du 7e ton,
 

François-Louis PERNE (1772-1832) Kyrie de la messe des solennels mineurs, 
Ave verum corpus (séquence), Ut queant laxis (hymne), Inviolata (séquence)

 

Aloys KINC (1832-1895) Adoremus in æternum (antienne)
 

From the Middle Ages until the 19th century, plainchant was sung polyphonically all over Europe in a great variety of 
ways. It is no exaggeration to say that for centuries it epitomised the sound of church music for congregations.

 

Faux-bourdon was a means of solemnising the Divine Office by embellishing the plainchant melody. This double CD 
featuring Dominique Vellard and the Ensemble Gilles Binchois is the result of four years’ work – four years, during which 
several thousand manuscript and printed examples were identified. It offers a selection of this music that reflects the 
variety and diversity of four centuries of French polyphonic plainchant.

 

Dominique Vellard has been the inspirational driving force behind the Ensemble Gilles Binchois – more than three
 

decades of research and performance that have led to the creation of some essential recordings in the field of medieval 
and early Renaissance music. 
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Romina Lischka [viol] 
Sofie Vanden Eynde [theorbe] 

En Suite
Music for viola da gamba and theorbe by Marais, Sainte-Colombe & de Visée
Romina Lischka
Sofie Vanden Eynde

MARAIS: Prelude en mi mineur, Allemande La Magnifique en sol majeur, Courante en mi mineur, 
Sarabande a l'espagnole, Gigue en mi mineur, Rondeau le Bijou, Le petit Badinage, 
Tombeau pour Mr. de St. Colombe
SAINTE COLOMBE: Suite en re mineur, Manuscrit M3 de la Bibliothèque Municipale de Tournus 
VISEE: Suite en re, Manuscrit Vaudry de Saizenay 
MARAIS: Pièces de Caractère Les Voix humaines, La Reveuse, Le Badinage

The viola da gamba and the theorbo are string nobility: an artistic duo embodying the height of grandeur and
sophistication. Indeed, the sense of intimacy that can arise between the two in French baroque repertoire provided the
impetus for this recording. Though different in appearance and technique —one is bowed, the other plucked — both
instruments have more in common than might at first seem.
The viola da gamba’s finest hour, however, both in terms of composition and performance, was undoubtedly the result of
the work of one man, Marin Marais (1656-1728). It is of course possible to hear echoes, in Marais’ eccentric style of
performance and composition, of his beloved and inspiring teacher Sainte Colombe (c. 1658–1701), about whose life and
career we sadly know very little. It was however Sainte Colombe who pioneered the technical innovations needed to
make expressive and virtuosic solo performance on the bass viol possible, e.g. by introducing silver-wound strings, which
produced a more clearly defined sound. He also added an extra bass string and modified playing technique to allow the
left hand to move more freely. Marin Marais’ haunting instrumental lament 'Tombeau de Ste Colombe' is a pupil’s
enduring testament in honour of his master.
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Sandrine Piau [L'Armonia] 
Martín Oro [Ormindo] 
Howard Crook Amida] 
Dominique Visse [Nerillo] 
Magali Léger [Siele] 
Jean-François Lombard [Erice] 
Stépanie Révidat [Erisbe] 
Karine Deshayes [Mirinda] 
Jacques Bona [Hariadeno] 
Benoît Arnould [Osmano] 

CAVALLI: L'Ormindo 
Venezia 1644 
Sandrine Piau 
Martín Oro 
Howard Crook 
Dominique Visse 
Les Paladins 
Jerôme Correas 

'Ormindo' is the third melodrama to have been born of the collaboration between librettist Giovanni Faustini and 
composer Francesco Cavalli. The plot, following the established code of dramatic convention, tells the story of two pairs 
of lovers (Erisbe and Ormindo, Sicle and Amida) as they experience reversals of fortune, disguise and a fictive death, all 
of which culminates in the agnizione of Ormindo as Hariadeno’s long-lost son in an incomparable coup de theatre. 

"This vivid performance has plenty of dramatic conviction … This engaging performance by Les Paladins is an important 
part of a patchy discography." Gramophone 

“I was delighted by Piau's performance in the lengthy prologue ... she sails through the highly ornamented writing with 
magnificent aplomb. The small instrumental ensemble is fluid, flexible and effective in driving the action in the 
continuo-only sections ... and delightfully pointed in the short string sinfonias.” International Record Review  
  
  
L'Ormindo 
3 February—5 March 2015  
Sam Wanamaker Playhouse  
Kasper Holten’s innovative production of Cavalli’s comic opera L'Ormindo, in collaboration with Shakespeare’s Globe: 
http://www.roh.org.uk/productions/lormindo-by-kasper-holten 
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Johann Rosenmüller Ensemble 
Arno Paduch 

PACHELBEL: Festal Sacred Music, 
Johann Rosenmüller Ensemble 
Arno Paduch 

Lobet den Herrn in seinem Heiligtum 
Christ lag in Todesbanden 
Der Herr ist König und herrlich geschmückt 
Suite 
Gott sei und gnädig 
Magnificat anima mea 

Johann Pachelbel is well known as an organist and as the composer of the famous 'Canon'. While most of his organ 
works have been recorded by renowned organists, Pachelbel's sacred vocal works are virtually unknown. Some may be 
familiar with his motets, but the great majority of his psalm concertos and cantatas for large vocal forces are almost 
entirely unknown. And yet these may be judged the most important works which Pachelbel wrote, for their influence can 
clearly be heard in the works of Handel and Bach. 
The highlight of these works is the setting of the 150th psalm 'Lobet den Herrn in seinem Heiligtum' (Praise ye the Lord in 
his sanctuary). The psalm text mentions numerous instruments and is therefore ideal for setting to music. Unlike his 
colleagues, Johann Pachelbel scored his work for all those instruments mentioned in the text, resulting in a work for 5 
vocalists, strings, oboes, bassoon, recorders, harp(!), 5 trumpets(!), kettle-drums and basso continuo. He even altered 
the psalm text slightly to justify the trumpets and kettle-drums, making this a perfect example of Baroque musical 
splendour featuring lavish sound painting and elevating the genre of 'psalm concerto' to new heights. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
CHR77358 Johann Kaspar Kerll – DIE OSMANEN VOR WIEN 1683 – Missa in fletu… 
“The Johann Rosenmüller Ensemble performs these works superbly” 
Andrew O’Connor, International Record Review, July/August 2012 



CONCERTO
Venice: The Golden Age
Xenia Löffler (Baroque oboe); Akamus Berlin
Harmonia Mundi HMC902185 

Szymanowski Violin Concertos, Mythes 
Baibe Skride (violin), Lauma Skride (piano), Oslo Phil/Vasily Petrenko
Orfeo C873141A 
 
CHAMBER
Beethoven Piano Trios Op.70 No.2; Op.97
Alexander Melnikov (piano), Isabelle Faust (violin), Jean-Guihen Queyras (cello)
harmonia mundi HMC902125 
 
INSTRUMENTAL
Pletnev in Person
Mikhail Pletnev (piano)
Onyx 4110 
 
CHORAL
Birtwistle The Moth Requiem
Roderick Williams (baritone); BBC Singers; Nash Ensemble/Nicholas Kok
Signum SIGCD368 
 
VOCAL
Christina Karg, Malcolm Martineau
Songs by Strauss, Wolf, Debussy, Poulenc, Schumann and Berg
Wigmore Hall Live WHLIVE0062

An die Geliebte: Songs by Beethoven, Strauss, Weber and Wolf. 
Julian Pregardien (tenor) Christopher Schnackertz (piano) 
Myrios MYR012
 
OPERA
Handel Tamerlano, HWV 18 
Il Pomo d’oro/Riccardo Minasi
Naïve V5373 (3 discs)

Vivaldi L’incoronazione di Dario
Accademia Bizantina/Ottavio Dantone
Naïve OP30553 (3 discs)
 
ORCHESTRAL
Turnage From the Wreckage; Speranza
Hakan Hardenberger (trumpet); London Symphony Orchestra/Daniel Harding
LSO Live LSO0744 (hybrid SACD) 

 

SHORTLISTED 2015
CD (COMPLETE OPERA)
Bartók: Duke Bluebeard’s Castle, Signum
Handel: Tamerlano, Naïve
Rameau: Les Indes galantes, Musiques à la Chabotterie

CD (OPERATIC RECITAL)
Franco Fagioli: Porpora—il maestro, Naïve
Krassimira Stoyanova: Verdi Arias, Orfeo

DVD
Berg: Lulu, Bel Air Classiques
Hahn: Ciboulette, FRA Musica
Strauss: Elektra, Bel Air Classiques

MALE SINGER
Iestyn Davies
Ludovic Tézier

NEWCOMER
Raphaël Pichon

READERS’ AWARD
Piotr Beczała
Ferruccio Furlanetto
Mariusz Kwiecien
Nina Stemme

sales.uk@harmoniamundi.com 020 8709 9500 ukstore.harmoniamundi.com
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